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The decay BS  J/  and 𝑺


CP violation in this decay arises from the
quantum interference of these two diagrams:
tree diagram
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𝑺 = arg −𝑽𝒕𝒔 1 = 𝑂(1)
Experimenters prefer: 𝑆 ≅ −2 𝑆

SM prediction: 𝑆 = 2.1° (= 37  1 mrad)

Phenomenology of the BS , BS system


Mass eigenstates BL , BH are linear combinations
BL = 𝑝BS + 𝑞BS
of flavor eigenstates BS , BS :
𝑚s = 17.8 ps −1 ≈ 0.01 eV

BL

BH

BH = 𝑝BS − 𝑞BS

factor 25

s = 12 L + H ≈ 0.7 ps−1
factor 10

L

H

s = L − H ≈ 0.07 ps −1
mass
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The run 2
measurement
1.

Trigger



using 80.5 fb1 of data collected 2015-2017
events selected by various muon triggers


2.

Selection cuts (tracks + event)




J/

since mass resolution depends on || of muons

K

K+

(K+K) invariant mass window (22 MeV)






different J/(+) mass windows for barrel/endcap regions


3.

pT threshold for muons: 4 – 10 GeV

+



pT (kaons) > 1 GeV

B-meson secondary vertex fit: 2/dof < 3

BS
gives  mass 𝑚𝑖 , proper decay time 𝑡𝑖 (in transverse plane), angles

Acceptance calculated on large samples of signal and
background Monte Carlo events


e.g. B0  J/ K0*, bb  J/ X, pp  J/ X
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More on the analysis


B-charge flavor tagging




Identification of BS flavor
at production vertex through
opposite side tagging (OST)
Self tagging calibration sample




Measured kinematic variables





B  J/ K

(𝑚, 𝜎𝑚 ), (𝑡, 𝜎𝑡 )
decay angles (T,T,T) ≡ 
in the transversity basis

Unbinned Maximum Likelihood fit


extract 9 physics parameters
describing the neutral BS system




S, ΓS, ΓS
transversity amplitudes |A0|, |A|||, |AS|
strong phases , ||, S
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Result of the fit: fit projections
BS meson mass

477 000
BS /BS evts

proper decay time

Fit range chosen such as to have
enough background events in side
bands to allow a high precision
determination of background
events properties.

3 angles (T,T,T)
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Systematic uncertainties


They are calculated using different techniques, including






changes in detector simulation (alignment),
studies based on data (efficiencies),
Monte Carlo pseudo experiments (mass models, fit model)
and variations in analysis methods and assumptions.
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Final results in numbers


Statistical error for S rather large because of
limited proper decay time resolution of ATLAS


Almost competitive with LHCb results
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Combination: run 1 + run 2 (57%)
SS plane

ATLAS-CONF-2019-009
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Comparison with other experiments

(19.2 + 80.5)



New ATLAS result consistent with other experiments
and SM prediction.
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Summary and Outlook
Time evolution of 𝑺 measurement

𝑆 [rad]

ATLAS 2019: s = −0.076 ± 0.034stat ± 0.019syst rad

Standard Model
expectation

average
(2019)

 The analysis will continue with additional data from last year (2018)
and improvements in tagging.
 Precision expected by ATLAS at High-Luminosity-LHC: 5 to 10 mrad
(compared to 39 mrad now).
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backup slides

Future prospects
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2018-041

(pre-2019)

0

Standard Model: S = 37  1 mrad
Projected High Luminosity precision [3000 fb1]: 5 to 10 mrad
(depending on various trigger scenarios)
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Summary in numbers


ATLAS has measured S with the full run-1
(19.2/fb) and partial run-2 (80.5/fb) datasets,
combining data at 7, 8 and 13 TeV.




The main results are consistent with Standard
Model predictions as well as measurements from
other experiments.

The analysis will continue with additional data
from 2018 and improvements in tagging.
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Construction of the Likelihood function 𝓛


Measured variables (𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑠)






(𝑚𝑖 , 𝜎𝑚𝑖 ), (𝑡𝑖 , 𝜎𝑡𝑖 ), 𝑖
𝑤𝑖 = trigger selection efficiency re-weighting factor (~ 1% effect)
set of nuisance parameters to describe background

27 parameters in the full fit (𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠)


9 physics parameters







3 parameters of the BS ,BS system: S, ΓS, ΓS (not mS)
3 transversity amplitudes: |A0|, |A|||, |AS| (A from normalization)
3 strong phases: , ||, S

signal fraction fS  number of signal events
parameters describing various distributions


the J/ signal mass distribution, angular background
distributions, estimated decay time uncertainty distributions for
signal and background events, scale factors

Unbinned Maximum Likelihood fit:
𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝓛 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠; 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑠  best fit parameters
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Angular and proper time distributions


Differential decay rate
CP
+1
+1
1

polarization
state

long.
trans.
trans.

interference
terms
Terms related to
non-resonant
and via the f0 state
K+K production
(S-wave)  small

Normalization: |A0(0)|2 + |A||(0)|2 + |A(0)|2 = 1
Each amplitude AX comes with its strong phase X.
Define strong phases relative to A0(0): choose 0 = 0
 3 amplitudes + 3 strong phases = 6 parameters for the fit!

sin S  S
cos S = 1 + O(S2)
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New Physics in BS − BS mixing


Would change the off-diagonal element M12 of
the mass matrix (but not significantly affect
the corresponding decay matrix element 12)


parametrization:



correction adds linearly to the weak phase,
like in



for small S only contributes quadratically to S:



magnitude measurable through oscillation frequency:
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